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This document highlights the major changes for Oracle Retail Price Management 
(RPM) Release 13.1. RPM 13.1 includes functional and technical enhancements. 

Product Overview
Oracle Retail Price Management (RPM) is a pricing and promotions execution 
system. RPM functionality includes the definition, maintenance, and review of 
price changes, clearances, and promotions. RPM capabilities range from simple 
item price changes at a single location to complex multi-buy promotions across 
zones.

Hardware and Software Requirements
See the Oracle Retail Price Management Installation Guide for information about the 
following:

■ Hardware and software requirements

■ Oracle Retail application software compatibility

Functional Enhancements
RPM 13.1 introduces the following functional enhancements.

Price Change and Clearance Exclusions
To meet customer needs and provide more flexibility to the regular price change 
and clearance functionality, additional functionality was added to allow users to 
create item or location exclusions for both price changes and clearances. You still 
use the same workflow to create an item or location exception; however, the 
change type for the exception is Exclude.

Independent Clearance Reset Workflow
A new workflow allows you to create clearance resets independent of clearance 
markdowns.

You can create a clearance reset for a single location, even if the original clearance 
record was created at the zone level. You can also create a location-level clearance 
reset for an executed zone-level markdown.
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You can view clearance resets at the item/location level. Formerly, you could 
only view clearance resets from the tables and not from the user interface. This 
change provides you with greater visibility. You can enter item/location criteria 
in a search screen, and the search returns all item/location clearance reset 
records.

Credit Promotions
RPM was modified to support a credit promotion (Finance) component type. The 
promotion structure in RPM was redesigned to support the credit promotion 
requirements.

For example, a credit promotion might offer zero percent interest on purchases 
over $500 between April 1st and June 30th, if the customer pays with a particular 
brand of credit card.

A Finance promotion does not process all conflict checking rules, because this 
type of promotion does not populate the rpm_future_retail table.  

Customer Segment Promotions (Pro-Pricing)
Additional functionality was added to support customer segment promotions.  
The promotion structure was changed to provide the option to select a customer 
segment when the promotion component is selected. When a customer segment 
is selected, a customer segment promotion component is created.

RPM receives customer information (Customer Type, Customer Type ID) from 
RMS and attaches these details to the promotion component. Customer segment 
promotions are available for all promotion types (Simple, Threshold, Multi-buy, 
and Finance).

For example, a customer segment promotion might offer 10 percent off all 
building materials if the customer presents a contractor card. For this example, 
you would enter the customer type and customer type ID of the contractor (from 
RMS).

If the RPM system option is set to allow overlapping promotions, note that 
customer segment promotions are not calculated or considered overlapping with 
promotions other than customer segment promotions. 

Worksheet Filter Workflow
To improve the performance and the user experience with the pricing worksheet, 
an optional worksheet filter workflow was added. This workflow minimizes the 
amount of data you view and edit in the worksheet detail screen. The filter screen 
allows you to enter criteria to minimize the number of rows that are retrieved in 
a view-only results screen. The view-only results screen gives you access to all 
the rows in the worksheet, or a subset (depending on whether you used the filter 
screen). You can multi-select rows from the results screen, click Edit, and the 
worksheet edit screen pops up. This screen allows you to make all your changes 
and edits in the worksheet detail edit screen.   

A new "Reviewed" worksheet column was added to the worksheet detail screen. 
When you select an item/zone from the worksheet view selection screen, the 
Reviewed indicator is enabled. This flag alerts you to what you have reviewed 
and what has not been reviewed. When you close the worksheet detail edit 
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screen and go back to the worksheet view selection screen, the item/zones are 
flagged as Reviewed.  

This new workflow is controlled by the new system option "Minimize worksheet 
data filter screen." If this option is enabled, you can use this filter functionality, 
and you will also be required to enter a maximum search result for the worksheet 
filter. This is the maximum number of rows you can select in the intermediate 
search results screen to work on at one time. The "Minimize worksheet data filter 
screen" system option defaults to disabled, which means there are no changes 
from previous RPM versions. 

Margin Visibility
If a price change, clearance, or promotion will result in a negative margin for an 
item/location, after you click Apply, the margin fields in the multi-record block 
are highlighted to show price events that will result in negative margins. These 
fields are highlighted in the maintenance and price inquiry screens.

You can choose to take action and make a pricing change, or you can approve the 
price change, clearance, or promotion that will result in a negative margin. Before 
you approve price changes, clearances, and simple promotions, you can view 
price change history for items.

You can view up to 10 previous dates with price/cost changes and up to 3 future 
dates with price/cost changes. (The system option Number of Past Markup 
Impact Events Displayed controls how many previous price changes can be 
displayed.)

Promotion History and Enhanced Copy Functionality
In previous versions of RPM, you could copy details from active or approved 
promotions, but not from completed promotions. Copy functionality was 
enhanced to allow you to view and copy promotional data setup information for 
a past promotion.   

You can now view the promotional data setup information for a past promotion, 
and copy the promotional detail information into a new promotion, for all 
promotion component types (simple, threshold, and multi-buy). This allows you 
to use the setup details of a past promotion to create a future promotion. 

After a promotion has been purged from RPM, it is no longer available to be 
copied. For example, if you want to be able to copy from one year of promotion 
history, the Promotion History Months option must be set to 12.

Additional functionality was added to select or multi-select components to copy 
to a new or existing promotion. Previously, if you wanted to copy all components 
from a promotion, you had to copy each component individually.
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Technical Enhancements
RPM 13.1 introduces the following technical enhancements.

Upgrading to RPM Release 13.1
For new customers, RPM 13.1 is a base release (a full product installation). 
Current customers who have installed RPM 13.0.2 also have the option to 
upgrade to Release 13.1. 

You can upgrade from RPM 13.0.2 to RPM 13.1 by using an upgrade utility 
provided with the RPM 13.1 release. This upgrade utility creates or modifies the 
following in the RPM database as needed for the new and modified RPM 13.1 
functionality:

■ Tables

■ Views

■ Sequences

■ Oracle types

The utility also installs any necessary system-level data required for the new 
functionality. 

All database changes and data installations preserve existing data.

In addition to adding the database changes and necessary data to the database, 
the upgrade utility also installs all of the RPM 13.1 PL/SQL packages. 

For information about upgrading, see the following document at My Oracle 
Support (formerly MetaLink) at the following URL:

https://metalink.oracle.com

Oracle Retail Upgrade Guide (Doc ID 837368.1)
Because the upgrade process varies among Oracle Retail applications, the Oracle 
Retail Upgrade Guide describes the approach that each Oracle Retail application 
takes for the upgrading process, as well as product-specific upgrade assumptions 
and considerations. Actual procedures for the upgrade may be included in the 
application's Installation Guide. 

Cautions:

■ If you have added custom columns to tables affected by the 
upgrade utility, those modifications will not be preserved. 

■ If there are any PL/SQL packages in your RPM 13.0.2 
environment that contain custom modifications, the upgrade 
process will not preserve those modifications.
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Oracle Database Upgrade
For Release 13.1, RPM and other Oracle Retail applications are supported with 
Oracle Database 11g (11.1.0.7). See the Oracle Retail Price Management Installation 
Guide for complete information about requirements for your operating 
environment.

Promotion History Tables  
You have the option to decide how long RPM should retain past promotion 
information before that data is purged by the PromotionPurgeBatch batch job. 
Keeping past promotion data can cause the promotion tables to grow larger than 
they should be, which might cause a performance issue when RPM processes 
current promotions. To anticipate this potential performance issue, promotion 
history tables have been introduced in this release. These tables, which have a 
structure similar to the existing promotion tables, are as follows:

■ RPM_PROMO_HIST

■ RPM_PROMO_COMP_HIST

■ RPM_PROMO_DTL_HIST

■ RPM_PROMO_ZONE_LOCATION_HIST

■ RPM_PROMO_DTL_LIST_GRP_HIST

■ RPM_PROMO_DTL_LIST_HIST

■ RPM_PROMO_DTL_MERCH_NODE_HIST

■ RPM_PROMO_DTL_DISC_LDR_HIST

A new daily batch program, PromotionArchiveBatch, has been added to move 
completed promotions, and any promotions that have an end date less than 
today (VDATE), to these promotion history tables. The PromotionPurgeBatch job 
has been modified so that it purges the promotions from these promotion history 
tables.

Large Price Event Multi-Threads Conflict Checking 
In earlier RPM releases, when you submit a very large price event, the conflict 
check process is performed in a single thread. For example, a department-level 
promotion for some clients could affect more than 100,000 item/locations. This 
single-thread process not only takes a long time to finish, but it also does not 
usually utilize all available resources in the database and application servers.

In this release, "chunk conflict checking" is introduced. This enables RPM to 
perform a conflict checking process for a large price event using multiple threads. 
Chunk conflict checking is triggered when you submit a price event that has a 
number of item/locations more than 2.5 times the LUW entry for the 
com.retek.rpm.app.bulkcc.service.BulkConflictCheckAppService in the RPM_
BATCH_CONTROL table. The price event is split into several chunks. Each 
chunk has the number of item/locations to match the LUW setup. These chunks 
are processed in multiple threads, depending on the availability of threads in the 
application server.
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Documentation Enhancements

Oracle Help for the Web
The RPM 13.1 Online Help has been upgraded to the Oracle Help for the Web 
technology. Oracle Help for the Web is a Java servlet and file format specification 
for delivering HTML-based help in a Web environment. A single installation of 
the help is managed on a single server. You view and navigate help content 
through your default Web browser. The help display includes tabs for features 
such as Contents, Search, and Index that help you locate and navigate to a help 
topic easily. 

Known Issues
RPM 13.1 does not integrate with Oracle Retail Strategic Store Solutions 
applications. The following batch programs listed in the Oracle Retail 
Merchandising Batch Schedule are not supported in this release.

■ batch_orpos_extract.ksh

■ RPMtoORPOSPublishBatch.sh

Related Documentation
For more information, see the following documents in the Oracle Retail Price 
Management Release 13.1 documentation set:

■ Oracle Retail Price Management Data Model

■ Oracle Retail Price Management Installation Guide

■ Oracle Retail Price Management Online Help

■ Oracle Retail Price Management Operations Guide

■ Oracle Retail Price Management User Guide

See also:

■ Oracle Retail Merchandising Batch Schedule

■ Oracle Retail Merchandising Data Conversion Operations Guide

■ Oracle Retail Merchandising Implementation Guide

■ Oracle Retail Merchandising Licensing Information

■ Oracle Retail Extract, Transform, and Load (RETL) documentation

■ Oracle Retail Integration Bus documentation

■ Oracle Retail Service Layer documentation
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Value-Added Reseller (VAR) Language

Oracle Retail VAR Applications

The following restrictions and provisions only apply to the programs referred to in this section and licensed to you. You acknowledge that 
the programs may contain third party software (VAR applications) licensed to Oracle. Depending upon your product and its version number, 
the VAR applications may include: 

(i) the software component known as ACUMATE developed and licensed by Lucent Technologies Inc. of Murray Hill, New Jersey, to 
Oracle and imbedded in the Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server - Enterprise Engine, Oracle Retail Category Management, Oracle 
Retail Item Planning, Oracle Retail Merchandise Financial Planning, Oracle Retail Advanced Inventory Planning, Oracle Retail Demand 
Forecasting, Oracle Retail Regular Price Optimization, Oracle Retail Size Profile Optimization, Oracle Retail Replenishment Optimization 
applications.

(ii) the MicroStrategy Components developed and licensed by MicroStrategy Services Corporation (MicroStrategy) of McLean, Virginia 
to Oracle and imbedded in the MicroStrategy for Oracle Retail Data Warehouse and MicroStrategy for Oracle Retail Planning & Optimization 
applications.

(iii) the SeeBeyond component developed and licensed by Sun MicroSystems, Inc. (Sun) of Santa Clara, California, to Oracle and 
imbedded in the Oracle Retail Integration Bus application.

(iv) the Wavelink component developed and licensed by Wavelink Corporation (Wavelink) of Kirkland, Washington, to Oracle and imbedded 
in Oracle Retail Mobile Store Inventory Management.

(v) the software component known as Crystal Enterprise Professional and/or Crystal Reports Professional licensed by SAP and 
imbedded in Oracle Retail Store Inventory Management.

(vi) the software component known as Access Via™ licensed by Access Via of Seattle, Washington, and imbedded in Oracle Retail Signs 
and Oracle Retail Labels and Tags.

(vii) the software component known as Adobe Flex™ licensed by Adobe Systems Incorporated of San Jose, California, and imbedded in 
Oracle Retail Promotion Planning & Optimization application.

(viii) the software component known as Style Report™ developed and licensed by InetSoft Technology Corp. of Piscataway, New Jersey, 
to Oracle and imbedded in the Oracle Retail Value Chain Collaboration application.

(ix) the software component known as DataBeacon™ developed and licensed by Cognos Incorporated of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, to 
Oracle and imbedded in the Oracle Retail Value Chain Collaboration application.

You acknowledge and confirm that Oracle grants you use of only the object code of the VAR Applications. Oracle will not deliver source 
code to the VAR Applications to you. Notwithstanding any other term or condition of the agreement and this ordering document, you shall 
not cause or permit alteration of any VAR Applications. For purposes of this section, "alteration" refers to all alterations, translations, 
upgrades, enhancements, customizations or modifications of all or any portion of the VAR Applications including all reconfigurations, 
reassembly or reverse assembly, re-engineering or reverse engineering and recompilations or reverse compilations of the VAR Applications 
or any derivatives of the VAR Applications. You acknowledge that it shall be a breach of the agreement to utilize the relationship, and/or 
confidential information of the VAR Applications for purposes of competitive discovery.

The VAR Applications contain trade secrets of Oracle and Oracle's licensors and Customer shall not attempt, cause, or permit the alteration, 
decompilation, reverse engineering, disassembly or other reduction of the VAR Applications to a human perceivable form. Oracle reserves 
the right to replace, with functional equivalent software, any of the VAR Applications in future releases of the applicable program.
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